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Both spirited and soothing, this bedtime read-aloud story is the perfect preface for a trip to

dreamland.The sun has set, and sleepyheads all across the land are tucked into their cozy

beds.Rabbit is snoozing in the weeds, and Duck is snuggled in the reeds.Bear is nestled in his

cave, and Otter is rocking on a wave.But thereâ€™s one little sleepyhead whoâ€™s not in his

bed.Where, oh where, could he be? This sweet, snuggly, and silly bedtime book with irresistible

illustrations is sure to prepare little ones for a cozy nightâ€™s sleep.
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Sweet rhymes and soft illustrations are the hallmark of this bedtime book. Pacing is excellent from

first-time author Sandra J. Howatt. The cuddly and rotund animals resemble Pillow Pets, and appear

to be a signature look from illustrator Joyce Wan. The texture of large swaths of background, i.e.,

the night sky, seems too digitally filled. On the flip side, digital coloring provides lovely luminescence

to the glowing moon, stars, fireflies, and dandelions. The moon in fact makes an appearance on

every page, perhaps an homage to that all-time bedtime classic in the title above.While I adore both

animals and children in real life, I often find that well-drawn animals and well-drawn children are

mutually exclusive in books. The animals here exhibit a cuteness--even the Nutter Butter



Otter--missing in the final spread. The typeface is Amasis, though I prefer the non-bold attributes of

Regular over Medium, especially for white-on-black text.Minor quibbles aside, Sleepyheads would

be a fine addition to a bedtime bookshelf stocked with Goodnight Moon, Guess How Much I Love

You,
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